Results of the vote for the motions raised at the PAMI-TC Meeting
New this year: electronic voting

• We are using electronic voting for motions raised at CVPR and ICCV
• Attendees voted on five motions using the CVF voting website
• Registration numbers used as a unique identifier: only one vote could be cast
• 700 attendees voted
Motion 2: Open Access

“All future conferences shall provide at least the level of Open Access agreed to for ICCV13, where a collection of non-authoritative final versions of all papers is made available in a common location under an Open Access model.”

Motion Passes

Yes: 667
No: 19

http://www.cv-foundation.org/openaccess/
Motion 3: Awards Committee

“The PAMI-TC Awards Committee shall consist of 6 members, serving staggered 3-year terms. The members shall be elected by an annual vote of the PAMI-TC, from among candidates who are nominated a month in advance. The PAMI-TC chair shall fill any vacancies. The awards committee will make public its procedures for giving out awards, including its conflicts policy.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 618
No: 35
Motion 4: Conference Committee

“Decisions of the CVPR organizing committee are subject to review by the PAMI-TC conference committee, though it is expected that this oversight authority will only be exercised in unusual circumstances. Any organizing committee decisions can be overturned by a 2/3 majority vote of the conference committee, before or after the conference. The sole exception concerns decisions related to the technical program, where the majority opinion of the Program Chairs is final.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 513
No: 128
Motion 5: Limiting Area Chairs

“An individual should not serve as area chair for CVPR if, by doing so, she/he would have served more than twice as area chair for CVPR or other similar top computer vision conferences in any four year period. The PAMI TC advises program chairs that deviation from this standard requires exceptional circumstances.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 398
No: 262
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